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 diaries * Made improvements to the UI when entering the.diaries folder * Fixed a crash that would occur if you were watching an untracked video and attempted to play a track which had tracks you've already watched * Fixed an issue when the user tries to enter a folder which has the same name as a folder in the root of the system * Fixed an issue with Replay Gain being enabled and disabled in one
go * Various improvements to the UI diRT 3 v1.2 by Pete Dokter 2 Apr 2016Patch Notes Patching process:This patch will Update DiRT 3 to version 1.2. Changes in version 1.02: * Resolved an issue which could prevent the user successfully saving with .diaries * Made improvements to the UI when entering the.diaries folder * Fixed a crash that would occur if you were watching an untracked video
and attempted to play a track which had tracks you've already watched * Fixed an issue when the user tries to enter a folder which has the same name as a folder in the root of the system * Fixed an issue with Replay Gain being enabled and disabled in one go * Various improvements to the UI 3 Apr 2016Patch Notes Patching process:This patch will Update DiRT 3 to version 1.2. Changes in version

1.02: * Resolved an issue which could prevent the user successfully saving with .diaries * Made improvements to the UI when entering the.diaries folder * Fixed a crash that would occur if you were watching an untracked video and attempted to play a track which had tracks you've already watched * Fixed an issue when the user tries to enter a folder 82157476af
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